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Lovely to meet you.
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History 

Since our beginnings in 2002 we have 
grown in to a network of world-class 
trusted professionals dedicated to their 
craft in creative development and 
production.

Led by Founder and CEO Julian Lwin, 
our studio has helped some of the 
world’s most iconic brands with award-
winning productions and installations.

Our goals are to constantly deliver 
solutions and work that matters and 
delights exceeding client expectations. 
We believe in collaboration and share 
values with our clients to create 
exceptional experiences.
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Team

Julian Lwin is a British born award winning designer and founder of 
Lwindesign. 

He received his BA in Industrial design from UAL, Central St Martins College of 
Art & Design UK. 

His body of work work explores relationships between the material and the 
immaterial qualities of lighting, product and furniture design. Inspired by the 
complexity of the natural world and advances in science and technology, his 
work is driven to connect on an emotional level with the user. His work in 
interactive environments explores ecology and environmentalism as an 
emotional catalyst where color fused with memory and tactile materials create 
experiences that touch on this central theme.  

In 2002 he created Lwindesign Studio in NYC. Environmental design projects 
followed for W-Hotels, Herman Miller, Marc Jacobs, Jaguar & Pulse 
Contemporary Art Fair, amongst others.

Julian Lwin
CEO/Design Director
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Partial Client List
Backroads
Dream Hotel NYC
Electro-Harmonix
Geneva Sound Systems 
Herman Miller
Jaguar
Le Méridien
Kenneth Cole
Marc Jacobs
The New Yorker
Opening Ceremony 
Piper-Heidsieck
Pulse Contemporary Art Fair
Ralph Lauren
Ramsey Fairs
Ricoh
Starwood
St Regis
WGSN
W Hotels
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Well, what do we do?

We believe in the power of connection - 
moments for engagement, reflection and 
action.
We design spatial immersive environments 
for brand experiences IRL + the Metaverse.

Our spaces and environments connect 
people with places, products and information. 
We create engaging collaborative events + 
spaces that develop relationships + build 
trust, loyalty and fascination.
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Our Services and Capabilities 

We focus on strategic design 
across all brand touchpoints to 
deliver impactful and holistic 
business goals across entire 
brand ecosystems.

We love sensory experiences for 
transformational change designing compelling 
and engaging solutions for people first.

2+3D Strategy
Creative Direction 
Discovery & Research 
Brand Strategy 
Content Strategy 
Experiential Marketing 

Environments
Experiential 
Hospitality 
Metaverse
Exhibitions
Wayfinding

Planning
Fabrication 
Space Planning
Lighting Design
Art Installations
Furniture Design

Brand Experience
Narrative Journeys 
Sensory Immersion
Immersive Spatial Media
Branded Events 

Strategy Design Installations Activations
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Services and Rates

Brand Strategy $45-90k 

$15-55k 

Signage & Wayfinding $40-90k 

Experiential Marketing $25-500k 

Art Installation $45-250k 

Brand Experience $50-550k 

Powerpoint/Keynote Template $10k 

Furniture/Lighting Design $15-75k 

Creative Direction

Discovery & Research $15-60k 

$15-25k 

Signage & Wayfinding $40-90k 

Discovery & Research $10-50k 

2 & 3D CAD $5-20k 

Retail Design $15-55k 

Exhibition Design $10k - 65k

Hourly

Space Planning

Our Mimimm Level of 
Engagement is $10k


$350/hour blended rate
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Design Process + Thinking

All our work starts with strategy. 
Our insights and ideas guide our 
design solutions putting people 
and intended users first. 

We design multi-sensory Immersive 
environments and activations for brand 
experiences that create Impact + Purpose. Our 
experiences foster engaging relationships 
between brands and communities.
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Case Study 

The case study illustrates our process 
in action. We include the challenges, 
solutions and outcomes.
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Reimagining Herman Miller
As Contemporary Art @ Art Basel 
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OBJECTIVES 

Herman Miller sought to align the Herman Miller 
Collection with the Art World. In doing so forever 
maintaining their status as both timeless 
classics and  functional and enduring 
contemporary Art Pieces.

SUMMARY 

APPROACH 
The brief was to create a cohesive physical journey 
+ environment for Herman Miller at Art Basel with 
an emphasis on the timeless quality of good design 
+ good materials. The curated furniture pieces with 
contemporary bespoke colors and fabrics shone 
like stars.  Pieces from the Magis and Mattiazzi 
Collections were also displayed embracing the new 
wave of European designs to the Herman Miller 
family.

OUTCOME 
Starting Q1 the following year - Herman Miller 
increased their revenue close to $2.01 B up 10%. 
Proving timeless classic designs remain 
contemporary and adding further value to the 
brand with increased sales and PR associated 
with Art Basel.

SERVICES 
•  Creative direction 

•  2+3D Space planning + floor plans 

•  Furniture selection + curation 

•  Color + Fabric curation 

•  Production Design Services 
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Herman Miller was founded in 1905. Today 
they are known internationally as a prestigious 
and iconic furniture manufacturer.  

To stay current and contemporary they 
approached us to collaborate with them and 
help refresh their product identity to create an 
exhibition curated from the Herman Miller 
Collection for Art Basel Miami.  

This is where the fun started - Ben Watson 
(President) and Richard Elder (VP) introduced 
us to the HM materials library. With their 
enthusiasm and encouragement we were 
given full creative decision making to create 
the tone and contemporary color materials 
palette to highlight the enduring power of 
classic designs from luminaries such as 
Charles and Ray Eames, Isamu Noguchi and 
George Nelson. 

PROJECT OUTLINE

This was an unforgettable experience - the 
amazing depth of this incredible archive 
and vast  library - from multi-hued 
sustainable fabrics from the Scottish 
Hebrides to diverse high quality metal 
samples and finishes perfected in Michigan 
were inspirational. 

Staying true to the brief to create a 
refreshing and contemporary look - 

Elegant combinations of fresh vibrant colors 
with robust and sustainable materials and 
finishes were selected. 

This led to involved liaison with the factory 
in Holland Michigan to manufacture 
bespoke furniture pieces and maintain the 
logistics of custom production runs, 
timeframes and delivery schedules for 
installation. 

The clientele at Art Basel are an 
internationally diverse set who very 
much appreciate good design.  

So design as art is what we created 
aligning the Herman Miller Collection 
with contemporary art within the Art 
World - In doing so maintaining and 
elevating Herman Miller furniture and 
accessories as both timeless classics 
and  functional contemporary Art 
Pieces. 

Designing the journey and flow through 
the Collectors Lounge, satellite Art 
Salon and hospitality spaces all 
emphasized the versatility of the 
Herman Miller Collection. They were 
showcased as the ultimate art pieces 
both functional and fabulous.
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Testimonial
As a professional within the field of 
environmental and industrial design, Julian 
conducts himself with calm assurance and an 
incredible attention to detail that he applies to 
all areas of the design process. He is a highly 
competent manager with a direct yet 
approachable demeanor where he 
encourages the best from his team members. 
Julian displays a valuable insight in to the 
entire design process from concept 
development and client interaction to hands-
on installation and fabrication expertise. 

Richard Elder 
Vice President Global Brand Design 
Herman Miller 
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BRAND EXPERIENCE
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BRAND EXPERIENCE
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 designPulse/Volta Contemporary Art Fair

Art Installation
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Furniture + Lighting
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Furniture + Lighting
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Press
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Let’s talk… 

CREATE THE FUTURE WITH US: 

CALL: 

646.250.8070

EMAIL: 

info@lwindesign.com

SEE OUR WORK HERE: 

www.lwindesign.com 


